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Identify hidden benefits in your contracts, which if ignored can be identified as delivered,  
through effective performance and compliance monitoring.

Improve the performance of suppliers and contracts through timely performance tracking  
and effective resolutions.

Significant Savings through Effective Implementation and Management



Significant Savings through Effective Implementation and Management

Around 80% of B2B revenue is governed by  
contracts, making them the backbone of  
businesses.

As per a survey conducted by Deloitte, 79% of  
CPO’s (Chief Procurement Officer) indicated that 
procurement saving is their top priority.

In unprecedented times like the COVID-19 crisis, it  
becomes especially important to increase savings  
and leverage your investments.

Managing contracts effectively can uncover  
significant savings for organizations across the  
contract lifecycle - And as most CFOs will tell you,  
“every dollar saved is the same as ten 
dollars sold!”



Hard Currency Cost Savings in Contracts

Reducing costs through vendor and contract consolidation

Bringing off-contract expenditures onto existing contracts  

Timely renegotiating auto-renew contracts

Avoiding penalties and late-payment fees  

Restructuring the supply chain relationship  

Structured payments to meet the required cashflows



Reducing Costs through Vendor and Contract Consolidation

Having vendor visibility with contract analytics can help 
identify  potential savings opportunities

Increased volume density – on fewer vendors and maybe even on  
individual contracts leverages volume level discount tiers

As an example – if you have $800 million in addressable spend,
80 million may be consolidated and the net savings due to volume
tiering may be 3% to 4%, which translates to $2.4 to $3.2 million 
dollars

Effective restructuring of vendor relationships through increased  
collaboration using CLM platform can be used to identify cost 
saving  opportunities by combining forces

Contract Analysis finds an average of

10% of the total procurement budget that  

may be consolidated to fewer contracts  or
vendors



Bringing off-contract expenditures onto existing contracts

Off-contract expenditures can add to increased contract related expenses

Simple CLM integrations can provide greater visibility and transparency of  
contracted line items to e-procurement users, to realize 17% to 19% savings  
as compared to an off-contract purchase

As an example: if you have 800 million in addressable spend, 120 million may  
be off-contract spending. If 20% of that can be moved to existing contracts, then
you could expect 18% savings on that $24 million, which translates to $4.3 million  
dollars.

$120,000,000 (Maverick Spend) X 20% (Reigned In)  = $24,000,000 
$24,000 X 18%  (Savings) =  $4,320,000

It has been estimated that inefficient contracting causes firms to 
lose  between 5% to 40% of value on a given deal, depending 
on circumstances.
— Harvard Business Review



Timely renegotiation of Auto-Renew contracts

Contracts often get auto-renewed in the absence of continuous visibility and monitoring

This is a missed opportunity to renegotiate terms and update finances for better returns  

Contract management solutions automatically alert contract managers in advance of

the upcoming renewal deadline

If 25% of your procurement contracts 
are  auto renewal and the value of those  
contracts are 100 Million, then you can  
reasonably expect to see a net savings of
$5 Million

By providing both advanced notice and  
contract details to contract managers you  
can expect to save an additional 5% 
through renegotiation of auto renew 
contracts



Avoiding penalties and late-payment fees

Over 50% of all contract leakage 
traces back to poor contract quality

– IACCM

Late payment fees can be avoided by having solid contract  
metadata on payment terms and payment discounts that are  
accurately transferred to your accounts payable system

Quantifying this can be straight forward, and we
suggest using a five-year average of late payment fees
and then seeing a realistic reduction goal - 25% to 50%
reduction should be a good start

Using a five-year average for penalties can help with  
quantifying the savings potential

Penalties occurring from missed terms and obligations can
be avoided through pre-configured milestones and metrics
with auto-triggers



Restructure the supply chain relationship

Increasing collaboration with existing suppliers to find opportunities for cost reduction.

When managing your procurement contracts (especially indirect spend), start 
identifying  areas of spend that have concurrent contracts, common spend 
areas coming up for bid  and price discrepancies from one contract to the 
next.

While the initial value proposition for contract management effort is based on 
more  typical goals such as visibility, standardization and audit compliance, you 
can also find hard-dollar opportunities by increased collaboration with your 
partners in the value chain.

The cost savings come in the form of lower logistics cost, lower operational 
headcount  and perhaps reduced outside professional (and legal) fees



A good CLM solution gives you a centralized platform to track supplier activity  and spend, for constant 
visibility into both credit and payment terms

One of the best ways to improve cash flow management is through lengthening  payment terms with 
suppliers, ensuring more working capital to :

• Pay salaries

• Pay expenses

• Invest back into the business

Structured Payments to Meet the Required Cash Flow



Another way to restructure payments is by 
linking them to different milestones

Keeping a positive relationship with your
suppliers  will be key to improving 

cashflow

A CLM solution provides a unified collaborative  
platform to communicate and maintain lasting  

relationships with vendors and suppliers

Focus on your high spend vendors because that  
will give you the greatest boost in cash flow

Structured Payments to Meet the Required Cash Flow



With a smart CLM solutions, companies can save costs across every stage of a contract lifecycle:

Unveiling Cost Savings in Contracts with AI powered CLM

Requests: Quicker  
request intakes with  
Robotic Process  
Automation

Authoring: Error-proof,  
high accuracy contracts  
with assisted authoring
for  reduced contract risks  
leading to financial and  
reputational losses

Negotiations: Quicker  
and smarter 
negotiations  for better 
value  generation, 
maintenance  of audit 
trails and latest  versions

Approvals: Automated  
workflows, availability of  
key supporting  
documents for faster  
approvals

Execution: Faster  
turnaround times  with 
e-signature,  remote 
access and  smooth 
collaboration

Obligations: Metrics &  
milestones driven  
obligations management  
to avoid penalties and  
claim penalties for 
missed  terms/obligations

Compliance: Ensuring  
compliance 
maintenance  with 
constant contract  
visibility

Renewals: Early alerts
for  renewals and 
expiries for  ample 
opportunity to  
renegotiate, update, or  
cancel on time



Different Business Case Types for Contract Management

Summarizing Business Cases for Contract Management across our ROI & Cost Savings Series

Extended Savings & ROI Revenue Resiliency &  
Revenue Growth

It’s about the economy:  
Cost Savings

Benefits of an AI-powered CLM

Financial Benefits  
Cost Savings  
Revenue Resiliency

Non-financial Benefits  

Compliance  

Efficiency  

Expansion

Recognizing Revenue with AI-
powered CLM

Smarter negotiations during renewal

Identifying upselling and cross-selling  
opportunities

Allocate the transaction price to the  
individual performance obligation

Effective realization of contract  
entitlements

Recognize revenue as the entity  
satisfies the performance obligations

Hard Currency Cost Reductions in 
Procurement contracts

Bringing off-contract expenditures  
onto existing contracts

Renegotiating auto-renew contracts  

Avoiding penalties and late-payment
fees

Restructuring the supply chain
relationship

Structured payments to meet the
required cashflows



Taking the first step

After getting a budget carved out from your leadership for an Enterprise CLM,  
you offered your leadership a savvy mix of:

A. Team performance optimization of the inside account team by 10%

Converting a Good business Case into Good Business
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Taking the first step

After getting a budget carved out from your leadership for an Enterprise CLM,  
you offered your leadership a savvy mix of:

A. Team performance optimization of the inside account team by 10%

B. Labor reallocation of the contract management team by 10%

C. Reducing outside counsel spend by 20%

D. Cost reductions in indirect procurement of 5%

Leadership, in most cases, will want to see quantified results.  

So Measure EVERYTHING.

Converting a Good business Case into Good Business
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Converting a Good business Case into Good Business

The First Big Decision towards starting the implementation is to

decide whether to opt for:

The Big Bang Approach

Start Small and Grow Approach

This decision is based on a few factors and has as much to do with  

organization culture and openness to change.

Time Scope

Risk/Rewards Resources



Converting a Good business Case into Good Business

Time – if you have the time, do a pilot run to prove value and stress change within the organization.

Scope – Piloting a few categories in procurement, or a region or two in sales may be the right approach.

Risk / Reward – Different phases of contract lifecycle leverage different technology and organizational approaches.

For instance, streamlining intake through a wizard driven, AI embracing portal is a great
time saver but best for broader roll outs (or pilots with more than 50 requesters). This is
a low-risk, high-reward approach.

For more complex contract management challenges, i.e. using AI for analytics and triage  
work may yield significant cost savings in outside counsel costs, streamlined internal  
review processes and meaningful reduction in cycle times

This is a slightly higher risk approach – but the incremental per contract value may be  
very high – as well as high exposure for teams looking to embrace technology enablers.

Resources – While pilots may seem like a lower resource draw, the incremental resources for a division (North  
America) or domain (Channel Sales) level initoal roll-out may be well worth the additional project overhead



Why is this the RIGHT TIME for this solution?

The last and final barrier to ‘yes’ is

Despite convincing your leadership of the need for, benefits and ROI of an enterprise CLM  
solution, the question remains, why should the purchase happen at this time?

There are two main factors that play a part in this decision:

URGENCY

A. An important event or transition

Draw your audience’s attention to an ongoing  
transition or an upcoming event, for. e.g., an  
acquisition or a merger where having an  
efficient contract management is going to  play 
a key role or a crisis like COVID-19 which  has 
pointed out gaping holes in the contract  
management processes.

B. Factor the costs of delays and inaction

With or without an important event, the ROI  
calculations you have worked out can make a  
compelling case for the urgency of implementing  
a CLM solution. For e.g., every day of the delay  
in implementation can be costing your company
hard dollars in the form of missed revenue streams,  
average loaded costs, undiscovered obligations  
payouts, etc.



Ultria Cost Saving Calculator
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Ultria AI Powered Solutions

Enterprise Contract  

Lifecycle 

Management  System 

from Ultria -
centralize contract storage, track

compliance across multiple  
dimensions and reduce  

creation cycle time.

RPA Enabled Portals
Intake

AI for Clause Identification
Risk Management

AI Metadata Extraction
Analytics

Orbit for Analytics
And Migration

Contract Authoring Software
Accelerated contract creation,  
negotiation and approval

Contract Post-Award Analytics Software
Optimum contract utilization  

and contract risk management

Orbit
Artificial Intelligence capabilities for  

metadata extraction and analysis /  
migration of legacy or external contracts.

Also embedded within Ultria CLM
across contract lifecycle

Contract Repository Software
Secured contract storage, 
search  and compliance tracking



Ultria Orbit

Increase visibility  

Reduce contract cycles  

Lower compliance risk  

With Applied AI !

Ultria Orbit personifies Ultria’s Artificial Intelligence capabilities,

helping you streamline workflows across your contract lifecycle,

through timely suggestions, diagnosis, and analytics.
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